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Direct oxidative pathway from amplex red to
resorufin revealed by in situ confocal imaging
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Amplex Red (AR) is a very useful chemical probe that is employed in biochemical assays. In these assays,

the non-fluorescent AR is converted to resorufin (RS), which strongly absorbs in the visible region (labs =

572 nm) and yields strong fluorescence (lfluo = 583 nm). Even if AR is commonly used to report on

enzymatic oxidase activities, an increasing number of possible interferences have been reported, thus

lowering the accuracy of the so-called AR assay. As a redox-based reaction, we propose here to directly

promote the conversion of AR to RS by means of electrochemistry. The process was first assessed by

classic electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical investigations. In addition, we imaged the

electrochemical conversion of AR to RS at the electrode surface by in situ confocal microscopy. The

coupling of methodologies allowed to demonstrate that RS is directly formed from AR by an oxidation

step, unlike what was previously reported. This gives a new insight in the deciphering of AR assays’

mechanism and about their observed discrepancy.

Introduction

N-Acetyl-3,7-dihydroxyphenoxazine is a molecular probe widely
used in a large number of biochemical assays. The chemical
structure of this molecule, also known under the trademark
Amplexs Red (AR), is represented in Scheme 1a. It is a
derivative of the reduction product of the parent compound
resorufin (RS) bearing an acetyl protecting group located on
the nitrogen atom of the 1,4-oxazine ring (see Scheme 1b). An
aqueous solution of RS has a deep pink colour because this
chromophore does strongly absorb light in the visible region
with a maximum absorption band centred at 572 nm and a
corresponding molar absorption coefficient eRS = 56 000 M�1 cm�1

at pH above 7.5.1 It is also a highly fluorescent dye because upon
excitation it reemits efficiently at a maximum of 583 nm with a
typical quantum yield FRS = 0.41 in water at pH 8.5.2 The molecular
structure of RS comprises an electroactive iminoquinone moiety.
The corresponding electrochemical behaviour is characterized by
a bi-electronic reversible reduction of RS to the corresponding
colourless dihydroresorufin (DH).3 Such a fluorogenic behaviour

makes RS a very attractive redox-sensitive probe whose fluorescence
drops down upon chemical reduction by a reactant or following
an electron transfer at an electrode surface.

Therefore, the reduction of RS may generate a so-called
fluorescence OFF-signal when used in the transduction step of
a biosensor. The opposite strategy consists in using DH oxidation
to RS to turn on the fluorescence signal. Unfortunately, the latter
can only be performed in deaerated conditions because DH is not
stable in the presence of oxygen and oxidizes spontaneously to
form RS. The design and synthesis of AR was therefore proposed
as a very useful alternative because it is a stable protected form of
DH that can produce the desired ON-signal during the course of
a bioassay.4–6 AR is since then used as a universal redox-sensing
indicator capable to report enzymatic processes involving
oxidases,7–9 or measure the concentration of reactive-oxygen and
-nitrogen species (ROS and RNS, respectively).10–12 In that context,

Scheme 1 (a) Chemical structure of Amplex Red (AR) and (b) electro-
chemical reduction of resorufin (RS) to dihydroresorufin (DH).
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AR was employed for the enzymatic determination of lipid
molecules or fatty acids such as cholesterol,13 or measure free
phosphate level in solution.14 It was equally used to study the
production of ROS by mitochondria and more particularly
elucidate the central role of respiratory complex III in the
process.15–17

However, despite the very popular use of AR, a certain number
of precautions have to be considered to ensure precision and
reliability of assays because AR stability may be problematic.
First, the molecule was reported to be sensitive to photo-
oxidation.18–20 Moreover, the presence of numerous interfering
chemicals could potentially lower the efficiency of AR redox
mediation. For instance, the direct interference of NADH and
reduced glutathione auto-oxidation were reported.21 Also, the
presence of antioxidants such as anthracyclines,22 gallic or
ascorbic acids, is known to interfere as well.23 At last but not
least, various oxide nanoparticles such as TiO2 or Fe2O3 were
found to markedly skew the accuracy of H2O2 detection using
the AR-based assay.24 Very recently, the generation of RS from
AR was also used for an indirect mapping of the photocurrent
generated on single-crystalline rutile titanium oxide nanorods.25

Somehow, the drawbacks of the widely-used AR assay are
related to the chemical complexity of the analysis medium
which is typically a buffered mixture, but this can even be more
critical in the context of in vitro measurements on cells.
Surprisingly, very few modern electrochemical studies have been
conducted either with AR, RS or also their resazurin analogue
(RZ) to decipher on their redox properties.26,27 Electrochemistry is
indeed a very appropriate method to understand the thermo-
dynamic stability of AR because the Fermi level of the electrode
can be finely adjusted in order to tune the redox state of any sort
of molecule. A detailed electrochemical investigation of AR
conversion to RS has never been reported so far. From a
chemical point of view, this conversion is an oxidation process.
Practically, AR is very often used as co-reactant in enzymatic
assays but the whole mechanism is rarely discussed, or marginally.
In majority, AR is used in combination with oxidases or
peroxidases such as the Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP).28 The
mechanism appears to be rather complex and several pathways
have been proposed involving the possible conversion of H2O2

into peroxy radicals RO� by HRP, these radicals being capable
to react with AR via an irreversible oxidation to RS. More
recently, another study based on single molecule measure-
ments at optic fibre arrays revealed that HRP may first oxidize
AR to form a radical intermediate. Two radicals may then
undergo an enzyme-independent disproportionation to form
stoichiometric amounts of RS and AR, respectively.29 In all
cases, redox enzymes are ensuring the electron transfer steps,
but it is conceptually simpler to use an electrode instead for
a direct redox control of the conversion. Electrochemical
techniques are thus very complementary to spectroscopic investi-
gations which are the other methods of choice for studying such
fluorogenic dyes. The combination of both approaches could
also give a greater level of characterization. Consequently, the
present work is devoted to recording in situ spectroelectro-
chemistry data and acquiring fluorescence imaging at the

electrode surface to study the electrochemical conversion of
AR in buffered aqueous solutions.

Experimental section
Chemicals

Amplexs Red, AR (N-acetyl-3,7-dihydroxyphenoxazine; Thermo-
Fisher, FR) was solubilized in DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, Z99.5%)
to prepare a 10�2 mol L�1 stock solution, which was subsequently
diluted at various concentrations in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS: 10�2 mol L�1 phosphates, NaCl 0.138 mol L�1; KCl 2.7 �
10�3 mol L�1, pH 7.4). PBS (reference P5368 from Sigma, FR)
was prepared by dissolving the aforementioned salts in pure
water (Milli-Q, Millipore, Integral 3, 0.22 mm MilliPak filter).
A fresh AR stock solution was always prepared prior to use.
Resorufin, RS (7-hydroxy-3H-phenoxazin-3-one; ThermoFisher,
FR) was solubilized in DMSO as a 2.5 � 10�3 mol L�1 stock
solution, subsequently diluted in PBS at the desired concen-
tration before use.

Electrochemistry

Cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry measurements
(mAutoLab III potentiostat, Metrohm) were performed in a
3-electrode setup, including as working electrode a platinum
macroelectrode (1.7 mm in diameter), polished before each
experiment, a platinum wire was used as counter electrode and
an AgCl-coated Ag wire as reference electrode. All solutions
were degassed with nitrogen for 20 min prior to electrochemical
characterization.

Spectroelectrochemistry

Spectroelectrochemical measurements were performed in a
quartz cuvette (1 mm optical path) equipped with a platinum
grid as working electrode, a platinum wire as counter electrode
and an AgCl-coated Ag wire as reference electrode. The cell was
filled with AR solution (10�4 mol L�1), kept in the dark, and
degassed for 20 min by nitrogen bubbling prior to experiment.
Spectroscopic data were obtained with a UV-visible spectro-
photometer (Varian Cary 100 Scan) within the 400–650 nm
window at 600 nm min�1 and a spectrum was collected every
minute. Buffer and AR solutions were measured concomitantly
as reference and analysed sample, respectively. Oxidation and
subsequent reduction of the AR solution were performed by
applying first +0.5 V for 10 min. and then �0.8 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for
15 min. These durations were established according to the evolution
and stability of the spectroscopic signals. Comparable experiments
were also conducted using a fluorescence spectrophotometer
(Varian Cary Eclipse) as reported previously.30 The excitation wave-
length was 530 nm (slit width: 5 nm) and the fluorescence emission
spectra were collected between 550 and 750 nm (slit width: 5 nm) at
a wavelength scan rate of 600 nm min�1 (0.1 s integration time).

Confocal microscopy and electrochemistry

A homemade tank (V = 1.5 mL) was built to directly couple
electrochemistry and confocal microscopy at the surface of the
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Pt working electrode (see Fig. 1). The electrode surface was
directly observed through a 0.17 mm-thick coverslip for micro-
scopy, constituting the bottom of the tank. Needles were
inserted to flow nitrogen and degassed AR or RS solution
(2.5 � 10�4 mol L�1 each) within the tank. Images were
collected with a laser scanning confocal microscope (Leica SP5),
using a 5�magnification objective. RS fluorescence was excited
at 514 nm with an argon laser and detected with a photo-
multiplier within the 549–688 nm window. To avoid excess
exposition and photo-bleaching of the sample, images were
taken under non-continuous exposition, typically an image
every 8 s. The acquired images were displayed using a pre-
defined colour look-up table (LUT) in order to highlight the
fluorescence of RS.

Results and discussion

The cyclic voltammograms (CV) recorded at a platinum working
electrode in a buffered aqueous solution (PBS pH 7.4) containing
2.5 � 10�4 mol L�1 of either AR or RS are presented in Fig. 2a.
These CVs were collected at a scan rate of 0.05 V s�1 and the
potential was first swept in the negative direction from 0 to
�0.85 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Within this potential window, RS is
reduced reversibly to DH and the CV exhibits a well-defined
pair of peaks centred at �0.50 V and �0.25 V vs. Ag/AgCl (blue
dash line). The former peak is assigned to the 2 e�-reduction
whereas the latter corresponds to the DH re-oxidation to RS. The
difference of potentials between both peaks is about 0.2 V when
the CV is acquired at 0.05 V s�1 and appears to be very sensitive
to the scan rate. This behaviour features a quasi-reversible
electron transfer process. The dependence of the peak current
on the sweep rate reveals a diffusion-limited mechanism as the
intensity evolves linearly with the square root of the scan rate.

By comparison, AR appears to undergo an irreversible reduction
starting at B�0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl but the sweep back to 0 V only
shows a large anodic shoulder at B�0.50 V vs. Ag/AgCl (Fig. 2a,
red solid line). When recording the CV of AR in such a potential
window, the absence of well-identified faradaic signals indicates
that RS is not formed under these electrochemical conditions.
Such a result contrasts markedly with the work of Gajovic-
Eichelmann et al. wherein RS was formed electrochemically
from AR in a similar experiment.31 However, this latter study
was performed in McIlvaine buffer at pH 5 instead of phosphate
buffer at physiological pH in the present case, which is optimal
for many enzymatic assays. It is noteworthy that RS/DH redox
couple is indeed very sensitive to pH as this system undergoes
a two-electron transfer coupled with two protons. Regardless
this proton transfer, it is also essential to take into account the
acid/base equilibrium of RS. For that, a spectroscopic titration
was conducted by recording the absorption spectra of RS
solutions at various pH values in Britton–Robinson buffers.
The corresponding pKa was found to be 5.95 which is compatible
with previous data indicating a pKa of about 6.1.27 Since our study
is conducted above the pKa value, this may explain the observed
discrepancy with the one of Gajovic-Eichelmann et al., especially
because these molecules exhibit low solubility under acidic
conditions. Also, the oxidized and reduced forms may have very
distinct solubility according to their protonation state. It is also
noteworthy that the pKa value varies markedly between AR and
RS. According to a recent study, the first pKa of AR is 8.5 meaning
that this molecule exists predominantly in its neutral form at the
physiological pH used in the present work.32

Fig. 2b gathers the CVs recorded for RS and AR between 0 V
and +0.55 V vs. Ag/AgCl. In the case of RS, absolutely no peak is
observed, unlike for AR which clearly features an irreversible
anodic conversion with a peak centred at +0.40 V vs. Ag/AgCl.

This oxidation step appears to be essential for the formation
of RS molecule from an AR solution as revealed by the CV

Fig. 1 Design of the homemade electrochemical cell for recording in situ
fluorescence microscopy images under electrochemical control. Set of
working, auxiliary and reference electrodes (1–3), needles for degassing
(4, 5), cell cap (6), plastic cell core (7), solution (8), glass slide (9) and
microscopy objective (10).

Fig. 2 Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of 2.5 � 10�4 mol L�1 AR (red solid
line) and RS (blue dash line) recorded at a Pt disk electrode in buffered
aqueous solution (pH 7.4). Scan rate 0.05 V s�1 (a–c). Linear relationship between
the anodic peak current intensity and the square root of the scan rate (d).
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obtained when scanning the potential in the full range, i.e.
between +0.6 V and �0.9 V vs. Ag/AgCl (Fig. 2c). In fact, when
the potential is first swept toward the cathodic region and then
in the anodic domain, AR is converted to RS as the typical
faradaic features are observed. Under the experimental conditions
tested, the electrochemical responses of AR and RS are diffusion-
controlled as inferred from the scan rate study (Fig. 2d). The
diffusion coefficient of AR can be estimated from the slope of the
plot reporting the oxidation peak current versus the square root
of the scan rate. This calculation is based on the hypothesis
of a 2-electron transfer step followed by a chemical reaction
hypothesized to be a disproportionation.32 It leads to a value
of DAR = 4.8 � 10�6 cm2 s�1 which seems reasonable. It is
noteworthy that this diffusion coefficient appears to be slightly
higher than the values obtained for RS or RZ.30 To summarize
this electrochemical investigation, it is concluded that the
conversion of AR to RS proceeds through a direct oxidation
step, and not via a reduction route. However, it is noticeable that
electrochemical characterization only gives a partial information
in the case of fluorogenic dyes because it solely reveals the
faradaic exchange at the solution/electrode interface. To cir-
cumvent such a limitation, it is therefore necessary to record
in situ spectroelectrochemical experiments in order to assign
without ambiguity the nature of the electrogenerated species.

The spectroelectrochemical experiments were conducted in
a 1 mm pathlength thin layer quartz cell filled with a 10�4 mol L�1

AR solution. A platinum gauze was used as a working electrode
positioned in front of the optical window and absorption
spectra were recorded under polarization. The result of this
series of experiments is given in Fig. 3. First, the potential was
directly stepped from the open circuit potential to +0.50 V vs.
Ag/AgCl and spectra were recorded every minute. The initial
spectrum collected between 400 nm and 650 nm did not show
any absorption in the visible region as expected from a perfectly
colourless AR solution. The colour of the solution immediately

turned pink as soon as the anodic potential was applied and the
corresponding spectra revealed a sharp absorption with a
maximum centred at B570 nm with also a marked shoulder
at B530 nm (Fig. 3a). These characteristic features can be safely
assigned to RS as the typical shape and wavelength of the
obtained spectra fit perfectly to literature data.1 The absorption
intensity increased with time during the course of the chrono-
amperometry and then reached a plateau after about 10 minutes
with an absorbance of Al=570 nm B 0.6. From the latter value, the
amount of electrogenerated RS dye can be calculated and
the concentration reached in situ is in good agreement with
the initial AR concentration (10�4 mol L�1) and points toward a
quantitative formation of RS. Interestingly, the applied potential
can be directly stepped to a cathodic value such as �0.80 V vs.
Ag/AgCl from that solution. Then, the overall spectra intensity
decreases steadily until the absorption due to RS almost completely
vanishes because of the reversible reduction to the DH uncoloured
form (Fig. 3b). The residual absorbance after 10 minutes was
lower than 0.05 at the maximum wavelength, which corresponds
to less than 10% of the initial value. This control experiment
confirms that the conversion from RS to DH is indeed quantitative.
The conclusion drawn from this spectroelectrochemical study is
that the in situ electrochemical generation of RS from the AR
solution is directly driven by a mild oxidation at +0.50 V vs.
Ag/AgCl and does not require any prior reduction step.

A very comparable series of spectroelectrochemical experiments
were also conducted by recording the time evolution of fluores-
cence emission spectra. These spectra were collected with an
excitation wavelength of 530 nm in order to directly monitor
the formation of RS because AR is obviously non-fluorescent.
The first potential step was performed by applying +0.50 V vs.
Ag/AgCl (Fig. 3c). The corresponding spectra recorded every
minute show a marked increase of the fluorescence intensity
with the typical feature assigned to RS (maximum at l = 590 nm).
The evolution of the signal slows down gradually and becomes
then constant after about 11 min. when the electrochemical
conversion is completed inside the volume of the cell in front of
the optical window. As the conversion is quantitative, the solution
does not contain any more AR, but RS instead at a concentration
of 10�4 mol L�1. The second potential step was a reverse bias at
�0.80 V vs. Ag/AgCl (Fig. 3d). A spectrum was also recorded
every minute and the time evolution evidenced a decrease of the
fluorescence intensity as expected for the cathodic conversion
of RS to DH. To summarize, the spectroelectrochemical experi-
ments both in electronic absorption and fluorescence emission
are perfectly self-consistent and confirm the hypothesis of a
direct anodic generation of RS from AR established initially by
the electrochemical investigation.

The direct generation of RS at the electrode surface in the
conditions determined above was finally demonstrated by
achieving the electrochemistry under confocal imaging of the
electrode. The corresponding results are gathered in Fig. 4. For
that, we designed a homemade electrochemical cell that can
be ideally positioned in front of the objective of a confocal
microscope. The design of the cell is briefly described in
the experimental section and given in Fig. 1. It is basically a

Fig. 3 Time evolution of the in situ absorption spectra recorded in a
10�4 mol L�1 AR solution at a Pt mesh electrode. The electrode potential
was sequentially held at +0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl for at least 10 min (a) and �0.8
vs. Ag/AgCl for the same duration (b). Time evolution of the in situ
fluorescence emission spectra recorded in the same conditions with an
excitation wavelength of 530 nm (c and d, respectively).
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straightforward way to collect microscopy data under electro-
chemical control as the setup comprises a set of electrodes and
an optical window at the bottom part in order to record in situ
microscopy imaging. A series of fluorescence images were
collected during the course of a chronoamperometry. In this
experiment, a 2.5 � 10�4 mol L�1 solution of AR was filled in
the cell and the potential applied at the working electrode was
changed several times. Fluorescence images were collected
upon excitation at 514 nm, which is suitable for RS fluorophore.
In this experiment, the applied potential was sequentially
set alternatively from �0.70 V to +0.50 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Each
potential step lasted for 20 s (Fig. 4a) and images of the
fluorescence generation at the electrode surface were collected
3 s, 10 s and 18 s after changing the potential value (Fig. 4b). The
first potential step at �0.70 V vs. Ag/AgCl did not result in any
recordable fluorescence, in contrast to the first step at +0.50 V
which was characterized by immediate appearance of a bright
emission. The corresponding fluorescence intensity was stable
and did not decrease over time until the next cathodic step. The
latter showed a progressive diminution of the overall emission
intensity after 10 s and 18 s since both the initial (AR) and
electrogenerated species (DH) are not fluorescent. As expected,
the next positive step at +0.50 V vs. Ag/AgCl re-established
immediately a fluorescence level identical to that of the first
anodic pulse (Fig. 4b). This series of results collected by in situ
fluorescence microscopy under electrochemical control confirms
directly the data observed during the initial electrochemical char-
acterization underlying the necessity of an oxidation step prior to
observing RS in solution from an AR solution.

Finally, the fluorescence microscope used is also equipped
with a wavelength selector in excitation and emission which
allows to perform a wavelength scan experiment. For that, a
series of optical images were taken with a narrow emission
bandwidth of 10 nm and centred at a given wavelength value.
The fluorescence intensity extracted from a region of interest

(ROI) positioned on the electrode surface allows to reconstruct
indirectly a full emission spectrum from the series of confocal
images (Fig. 4c). Such a wavelength scan directly validates the nature
of the chemical species generated as the spectrum is reminiscent of
RS with a maximum at l B 590 nm at the studied concentration.

Conclusions

AR is a very useful fluorogenic tool that has been employed for
more than two decades in many biochemical assays. This dihydroxy-
phenoxazine molecule is uncoloured and non-fluorescent but can
be converted to RS which is a pink dye and fluorescent hydroxyl-
phenoxazin-one. Typical assays consist in monitoring the fluores-
cence raise which reports either enzymatic processes or the presence
of various chemical species such as ROS. However, the stability of
this redox-sensitive indicator is influenced by interfering molecules.
The electrochemical characterization of AR and RS solution at
pH 7.4 are compared in order to establish exactly the conditions
of formation of RS from AR. Moreover, various in situ techniques
such as absorption and emission spectroelectrochemistry and
also confocal fluorescence microscopy were recorded under electro-
chemical control. The cross-comparison between these approaches
allows to study simultaneously the faradaic processes involving an
electron transfer step and fluorescence signal that reveals the
presence of the RS dye only under anodic polarization of the
electrode surface. This result contrasts with previous works
which reported the generation of RS following a reduction of
AR. This study also proves that in situ microscopy is a technique
of choice and a very powerful tool to infer molecular mechanism
involving fluorogenic species, providing chemical and spatial
information on electrochemical reactivity. Finally, another
advantage of using confocal microscopy under electrochemical
control relies on the establishment of a steady-state diffusion
layer that allows a rapid recording of the fluorescence variation
at the vicinity of the whole electrode surface. This allows to
reveal the characteristic features of a fluorogenic dye more
quickly than conventional spectroelectrochemistry which by
contrast necessitates a bulk electrolysis.
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